## Course Structure (600 credit points)

### Semester 1
- **YEAR 1**
  - COMS1010: Academic & Professional Communications
  - COMS1005: Making Meanings
  - ANTH1000: Self, Culture and Society  
    - Elective or Second Major Unit

### Semester 2
- **YEAR 1**
  - CULT1000: Senses of Place
  - GRDE1007: The Design Experience  
    - Elective or Second Major Unit
  - FINA1000: Art and Creativity
  - ANTH1001: Global Change in Australia & its Region  
    - Elective or Second Major Unit

### Semester 1
- **YEAR 2**
  - ANTH2001: Social Inequality: Possibilities for Change
  - SUST2000: Sociocultural Perspectives of Sustainability  
    - Elective or Second Major Unit
  - Elective or Second Major Unit

### Semester 2
- **YEAR 2**
  - ANTH2002: Private Lives and Public Issues
  - ANTH3003: Human Rights and Social Justice  
    - Elective or Second Major Unit
  - Elective or Second Major Unit

### Semester 1
- **YEAR 3**
  - ANTH3001: Understanding Social Research  
    - Elective or Second Major Unit
  - Elective or Second Major Unit

### Semester 2
- **YEAR 3**
  - ANTH3002: Doing Social Research  
    - Elective or Second Major Unit
  - Elective or Second Major Unit

### Recommended Electives
- GEOG1000: Human Geography
- ASIA1000: Australia and Asia Transformed
- HIST3000: Making Provocative Histories
- ASIA2002: Islam in Contemporary Asia
- GEOG2001: Geographies of Food Security
- HIST2000: Twentieth Century Australia
- HIST3002: Interpreting History

Please note units may not always be available.

* These units have pre-requisites, please refer to course handbook for further requisite information [here](http://handbook.curtin.edu.au)

All units have a 25 credit value unless stated otherwise. Please contact your course co-ordinator for further information.

Disclaimer: Information in this publication is correct at the time of printing and valid for 2016, but may be subject to change. In particular, the University reserves the right to make changes of the course structure, to withdraw any unit of study or program which it offers, to impose limitations on enrolment in any unit or program, and to vary any arrangements for any program. Curtin does not accept responsibility for any consequences which may be placed on this material by any person.

International Students - Students studying in Australia on a student visa can only study full-time. Australian citizens, permanent residents and international students studying outside Australia may choose the option of part-time, full-time, or external study, depending on course availability.
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